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  Air University Library Index to Military
Periodicals ,1965
  McDonnell FH-1 Phantom Steve Ginter,1981-01-01
The photos in this edition are black and white.
First published in 1981, the book covers the
Navy's first jet aircraft to operate from a
carrier, the McDonnell FD-1/FH-1 Phantom. The
underpowered twin jet fighter would prove, along
with North American's FJ-1, the feasibility of
operating jets from carriers. It was operated by
VF-17A/VF-171, VF-172, VMF-122 and the Flying
Leathernecks demonstration team as well as the
reserves. 48 photos, 6 illustrations and 21
profiles are included.
  Modern Jet Fighters International Defense Images
(Firm),1989
  The Cutting Edge Mark A. Lorell,Hugh P.
Levaux,United States. Air Force,Project Air Force
(U.S.),1998 This pictorial history, featuring
nearly 40 rare aircraft photos, discusses the
major trends in the history of jet fighter design
and development in the United States since WWII.
With the declining size and experience base of the
U.S. military aerospace industry, many worry about
the industry's ability to support future military
requirements. The authors examine the successes of
the past to help shape research and development
policies for the future.
  F6F Hellcat at War Cory Graff,2009-04-15 This
guide traces the history of the US Navy’s premier
WWII fighter plane with archival photos, tech
specs and illustrations. F6F Hellcat at War
follows the story of this iconic aircraft from its
early development to its distinguished combat
career in the Pacific. While the F6F was not the
fastest or most maneuverable fighter, aviators
loved their trusty Hellcats because they were
incredibly tough, marvelously powerful, and easy
to fly. In the last two years of war, the Hellcat
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dominated the skies over the Pacific, stopping
Japan’s once-vaunted A6M Zero and tallying a
victory-to-loss ratio of over 19 to 1. Through
compelling accounts, never-before-seen
photographs, and detailed drawings, F6F Hellcat at
War tells the story of one of the war’s most
successful yet underappreciated fighter aircraft.
  F-117 Stealth Fighter Units of Operation Desert
Storm Warren Thompson,2012-11-20 During the final
years of the 20th century, the most significant
break-through in military weaponry was the concept
of Stealth technology, and the first mass-produced
weapon to utilize this to perfection was the F-117
Nighthawk. Originally delivered in 1982, its
existence was officially denied until the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait, when it entered the public
spotlight over the skies of Baghdad. Illustrated
with stunning color photographs of the F-117 above
Iraq, and complemented by numerous personal
accounts from the pilots themselves, this book
explores the history and combat experience of one
of the most secretive planes ever built.
  North American FJ-1 Fury Steve Ginter,Ron
Picciani,1983-01 First published in 1983, the FJ-1
Fury book covers North America's first jet fighter
and forerunner to the Air Force F-86 and Navy
FJ-2/FJ-3 Furys. It was a pudgy straight-winged
aircraft that would prove the feasibility of jet
fighters aboard aircraft carriers when VF-5A/VF-51
operated the aircraft aboard the USS Boxer and USS
Princeton. It was also operated by the reserves
from Dallas, Los Alamitos, Oakland and Olathe. The
book has 62 b&w photos with 4 illustrations and a
first-hand account of flying with VF-51.
  2012 Report to Congress of the U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission,2012
  Report to Congress of the U.S.-China Economic
and Security Review Commission U.S.-China Economic
and Security Review Commission,2012
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  Inside Fighter Planes Chris Oxlade,2017-08-01
Follow the powerful story of fighter aircraft—from
the earliest six-winged inventions used during
World War I right up to modern supersonic stealth
fighters. Along the way, explore inside the
cockpit of a Supermarine Spitfire, the engine of
the jet-powered Messerschmitt Me 262, and the
inner workings of the Lockheed Martin F-35
Lightning. From dogfight tricks to ejector seats,
learn how fighter plane technology and strategy
have developed throughout military history, and
see life through the eyes of a fighter pilot.
  Sled Driver Brian Shul,Sheila Kathleen
O'Grady,1991 No aircraft ever captured the
curiosity & fascination of the public like the
SR-71 Blackbird. Nicknamed The Sled by those few
who flew it, the aircraft was shrouded in secrecy
from its inception. Entering the U.S. Air Force
inventory in 1966, the SR-71 was the fastest,
highest flying jet aircraft in the world. Now for
the first time, a Blackbird pilot shares his
unique experience of what it was like to fly this
legend of aviation history. Through the words &
photographs of retired Major Brian Shul, we enter
the world of the Sled Driver. Major Shul gives us
insight on all phases of flying, including the
humbling experience of simulator training, the
physiological stresses of wearing a space suit for
long hours, & the intensity & magic of flying
80,000 feet above the Earth's surface at 2000
miles per hour. SLED DRIVER takes the reader
through riveting accounts of the rigors of initial
training, the gamut of emotions experienced while
flying over hostile territory, & the sheer joy of
displaying the jet at some of the world's largest
airshows. Illustrated with rare photographs, seen
here for the first time, SLED DRIVER captures the
mystique & magnificence of this most unique of all
aircraft.
  Early Jet Fighters Leo Marriott,2018-05-30 In
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almost 200 archive photographs Leo Marriott traces
the course of the development of British and
American jet fighters during the first pioneering
decade of their production. In many ways the
period from 1944 to 1954 was one of the most
exciting and innovative in the history of military
aviation. Rare images show the first jet fighters
flown by the RAF towards the end of the Second
World War and takes the story forward to the most
advanced designs that played a key role in the war
in Korea. The range of experimental and
operational warplanes that were conceived and
built during this short time was remarkable. The
initial straight-wing jets began with the Gloster
Meteor and Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star which were
later superseded by the first operational swept-
wing fighters such as the Hawker Hunter, North
American F-86 Sabre and Grumman F9F-6 Cougar.
Development of all these benefited greatly from
German Second World War advances in aerodynamics
that were exploited by the British and Americans
when the war ended. Progress was so swift that, by
the mid-1950s, the prototypes of the next
generation of truly supersonic fighters were
starting to appear, and these are featured in Leo
Marriott's fascinating selection of images. He
even includes a variety of prototypes which for
various reasons did not result in production
orders, as well as several unusual concepts such
as flying boat fighters and mixed-power designs.
Early Jet Fighters: British and American 1944-1954
is a graphic and informative introduction to an
extraordinary stage in the evolution of the modern
warplane.
  Douglas Ad/A-1 Skyraider: Part 2: Part Two Steve
Ginter,2015-01-21 The Douglas AD/A-1 Skyraider
Part Two covers Skyraider Fleet and Utility
squadrons with decriptions about each squadron
along with vintage photos, squadron patches and
unit insignia.
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  Illustrated Book of Fighter Aircraft Francis
Crosby,2015-01-07 A visual A-Z directory of over
170 aircraft, with fascinating historical notes
and specification boxes for each, and 600 archive
photographs.
  The Big Book of X-Bombers & X-Fighters Steve
Pace,2016-03-15 They're all here--every X-bomber
and X-fighter since 1942. On October 2, 1942, the
Bell XP-59 Airacomet soared up and away from
present-day Edwards AFB, launching the US Army Air
Forces into the Jet Age. In the several decades
since, hundreds of new variations of experimental
and test turbojet-powered bombers and fighters--X-
bombers and X-fighters--have taken explosive
flight. These aircraft blazed a trail leading to
today's B-2 Stealth Bomber and F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter. The Big Book of X-Bombers & X-Fighters
showcases all of the USAF jet-powered X-bombers
and X-fighters that have flown since 1942--more
than 90 in all, including the alphabet soup of
their variants. From experimental to prototype
service bombers and fighters--from the XB-43 to
the B-2A and the XP-59A to the F-35A--they're all
here, with their inside stories revealed. Some of
these aircraft were further developed. Others were
canceled. All stretched the performance and design
envelopes. More than 250 photos illustrate all of
these experimental aircrafts' cutting-edge
features and zeroes in on histories of their
design, flight testing, and weapons testing.
Specification tables detailing performance,
design, and armaments help round out this
compendium of information on truly groundbreaking
aviation designs. X-bombers and X-fighters in The
Big Book of X-Bombers & X-Fighters include: Bell
P-59 Airacomet Republic P/F-84 Thunderjet Douglas
B-43 Jetmaster North American B-45 Tornado Boeing
B-47 Stratojet Curtiss P/F-87 Blackhawk McDonnell
P/F-85 Goblin Convair P/F-92 Dart Northrop F-17
Cobra Boeing B-1 Lancer And all the rest!
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Specifications included for each aircraft include:
Length Height Wingspan Empty weight Gross weight
Maximum range Ceiling Maximum speed Armament In
addition, veteran aviation author Steve Pace shows
readers some of the designs that could have been
and offers a peek into what might be lurking in
the future, making this the definitive guide to
USAF jet-powered experimental aircraft!
  South African Air Force Fighter Colors. Volume 1
Piet van Schalkwyk,William Marshall,2018-10 In the
early stages of World War Two, the Italian Forces
in Abyssinia, East Africa, consisting of 200,000
troops and nearly 400 aircraft constituted a grave
threat to Kenya and the Sudan. To meet this threat
three South African Air Force (SAAF) fighter
squadrons were deployed to East Africa to counter
the attacking Italian Air Force. The three
squadrons operated mostly old and antiquated bi-
planes in the form of Hawker Furies, Gloster
Gauntlets and Gloster Gladiators. Between then
they did also operate a number of Hawker Hurricane
Mk. Is, of which some still had fabric wing
surfaces and two-bladed wooden propellers. These
aircraft were also passed along between the
various units, depending on the area that had the
highest requirement. Among the three squadrons, 1
Squadron primarily used Gloster Gladiators, while
2 Squadron used Furies and Gladiators, with 3
Squadron being the primary users of the
Hurricanes. These units were joined by 4 Squadron,
training on Furies and Curtiss Mohawks, before
moving to Egypt for operations in the Desert. 3
Squadron later converted to these Curtiss Mohawks,
and eventually ended up with a mix of Mohawks,
again supplemented by Gladiators. 41 Squadron, an
Army-Cooperation unit, also converted to a fighter
squadron after the major campaign was completed
and served as a holding unit in East Africa,
flying Hawker Hurricane Mk. IIs. One Detached
Flight, operating Mohawks during the final part of
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the campaign, was renumbered as B-Flight of 3
Squadron and joined the primary unit for the last
major operations in East Africa. The squadrons
operated on all fronts in Somaliland and
Abyssinia, and made a considerable contribution
towards the victory that was achieved in that
campaign. Commenting on the part, that the SAAF
Fighter Squadrons played in the campaign, Sir
Archibald Sinclair said: When the Italian come to
draw up a list of the factors that caused them to
lose the East African Empire, they will place the
South African Air Force somewhere near the top of
the list. This volume covers the combat history of
these fighter squadrons during the campaign, as
well as the colors and markings of their aircraft.
Primary sources, such as Squadron war Diaries and
Pilot Logbooks. were used in the preparation of
the text contained herein. This volume contains 23
full-color plates and 112 b&w photos, indicating
the people and aircraft operated by these
squadrons. This volume will be followed by two
further volumes, tracing the onwards history of
these squadrons as well as additional SAAF Fighter
Squadrons during the campaign in North Africa and
Malta, and the campaign in Sicily, Italy and the
Balkans. The authors have already written eight
books covering the colors and markings of the SAAF
and SA Army equipment in a series of booklets
entitled South African Colours and Markings,
numbers 1 to 8.
  PC Mag ,1994-05-17 PCMag.com is a leading
authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and
practical solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology.
  Lockheed F-80 Shooting Star Pilot's Flight
Operating Manual United States Air
Force,2007-08-06 Designed by Lockheed's legendary
engineer Clarence Kelly Johnson, the F-80 (first
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designated P-80) Shooting Star was one of the
world's first operational jet fighter aircraft.
After it missed seeing combat in WWII - four
prototype aircraft were in Europe at war's end -
the plane drew first blood in Korea in 1950.
Variants included a photo recon version and the
two-seat T-33, both of which saw heavy service in
air forces around the world. Originally printed by
Lockheed and the United States Air Force in the
1950s, this F-80 Flight Operating Manual taught
pilots everything they needed to know before
entering the cockpit. Classified Restricted, the
manual was recently declassified and is here
reprinted in book form. This affordable facsimile
has been reformatted and color images appear in
black and white. Care has been taken however to
preserve the integrity of the text.
  The American Fighter Plane Amy E. Williams,2002
  Confidential Documents United States. Army Air
Forces,1941
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